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Nixbase Technology

Nixbase Technology is the total Linux solution providers in Chennai, India. Our
Linux solutions are the customized and complete solution for all segments. Our
IT Linux Solutions are designed and developed to meet the requirements of any
type of organization. Our IT Infrastructure solutions give you Data Security,
Stability, Green computing, Systematic usage, secured and ease of use and it will
increase the productivity.
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The Nixbase development team is a proactive progressive team in open source
solutions .Customer retaining is the success of the Nixbase support team. We do
cost effective Web hosting, Mail hosting solutions, Domain migration according
to the requirement. Our IT Infrastructure solutions are the cost effective reliable
secured solutions with support. We serve the Linux services in
Chennai,Bangalore,total Tamilnadu and all over south India.
The secured firewall dealers Chennai.
The firewall is the build on hardware and software net security system in
which, it acts as a defendable system to secure the internal network from another
network.
"An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure."
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Why do we need a firewall?
It is important that our internal network must be secured against the external
networks. Some of our website server may get down due to inability of firewall
security. We provide the best firewall security to all your LAN networks
connected towards it.
The wall acts as full power packed barrier bridge between unsecured networks
from secured networks. To protect our network from harms, hackers and virus,
the best internet security firewall is needed.
We are the best dealers of firewall service with the effective and low cost and are
expert in doing Nix base technology Linux mail server. To protect your network
from other networks, we are not only providers but also protesters. Our company
is located at Chennai and Bangalore covering all over south India. Email us or
contact us for further details as mentioned below.
Linux Migration-Harden your desktop
In todays world, everybody is worried about the OS license issues because of that
they are ready to go for Open source software, But only thing is that they are fear
about the support from reliable IT Solution Provider and the customer's
paradigm is Linux will not support all the softwares but equivalent software will
be there like in the other os.We can save huge money for security products ,stable
working condition and savings in cost.
But the customer afraid not to go for Linux OS because they don't know where to
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start and some of the misconcepts. As we know any transformation normally
takes place after rejection. But it should be worthwhile to go for Migration with
the proper guidance and suggestion of IT Linux Solution provider.
We Nixbase Technology, study the customers IT Infrastructure , Network setup,
OS and hardware details, applications and advice for migrations.
Linux Firewall with Proxy and Content Filter
The Internet is the Magic word and It has changed the world 360 degrees. When
the Users connect to the Internet you are visible to the Hackers.Some of the
personal users using a software firewall along with the antivirus.But in the case of
SMBs or corporate, need firewall at the gateway. It is separating and Filtering the
IT Traffic from the Internet cloud . The awareness is there in the User segment .
Some of the smbs or some corporate know that but for reducing the IT Cost some
smbs are not going for it, because of the hardware firewall cost and regular
renewals of the firewall year after year.

Nixbase Technology provides the Linux based firewall solution in Chennai
Tamilnadu and all over India.
This Linux Firewall is the Cost effective, Reliable and Stable Firewall. It has all
the features like any other hardware firewall.
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Firewall with Hardware unit


Protect your network to avoid hacking.



Gateway level antivirus protection



Control access to the Internet-unwanted website blocking



Track internet usage



According to the usage ,the user based download size can be
restricted.or



A download can be blocked.



Monitoring the logs of the user’s web access.



Content based sites blocking



Fail Over multiple ISPs is possible.



Https blocking



Connect to your office from anywhere -multiple places with
security.



Bandwidth Saving -It is a Squid proxy based firewall.



No renewal charges.



unlimited concurrent users.Demo can be given based on your
request

Centralized authentication and storage Management
Nixbase Technology developed and customized this solution in the name of open
ads .This is the data security solution which is useful for smbs and corporate.


Network powered by Open ADS



Enjoy unlimited number of windows client connections



Enforce customized Group Policy



Enjoy Roaming Users profile
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Active Directory services (T) can be used.



Centralized storage



Easy Backup of official documents



And more ..............

Centralized server have the open source Linux which is interacting
with the windows clients. This main system act as a storage and
Authentication or The file storage can be Secondary unit -storage
whereas the primary act as an authentication system. A single
distributed data store requires less administration and duplication
and improves the availability and organization of data.
Cloud computing
We do open remote computing solution, providing client access to remote
displays and devices (e.g. Keyboard, mouse, audio). It provides a desktop like
user experience, while trying to offload most of the intensive CPU and GPU tasks
to the client. The basic building blocks of Spice are: It has his protocol , server
and Clients.
Thin Client Solutions
Thin client or zero client is the common word which rules all over the world. But
in the smb segment in India most of the people don't know about the thin clients
or zero clients. Nixbase Technology Chennai creates awareness about the thin
client and zero client features and benefits to the corporate and smbs.
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The desktops are under utilized in the corporate and smbs .The p4 basic system is
enough to do the basic application access or doing simple office documentation
and accounts work.But The re-sellers promoting higher configuration systems to
the customers which is not required for their application.
The thin clients or zero clients are enough to do the basic office applications,
accounts, Java, oracle, C, C++, ERP, CRM, special customized application except
Higher end Graphical applications. The thin client or zero clients can't support
Some of the Graphical applications because of data can be accessed through LAN
network.
The thin client or zero client is working in the RDP protocol ,windows on LAN
connectivity or Virtualization technology through the software. Some of the
companies are using only web based customized applications for their work
process, the thin client are there with a browser without accessing the patent
system. Thin clients with browsers are very economical for these types of
companies.
Thin client server
According to the number of thin client and application thin client models and
sizing of the server can be arrived.We are also dealing pxe boot thin clients
according to the customer's requirement.The thin client can be used windows
and Linux OS,in windows OS the thin client will work xp,windows 7,windows
2003 server OS,windows server 2008,windows server 2012.
We are the dealers and distributors of Enjay Thin clients,RDP thin clients,N
computing thin clients in Chennai and all over Tamilnadu.We are serving the thin
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client and zero clients solutions to Madurai,Trichy,Coimbatore,Vellore,Thirupur
,Karur,Tuticorin and Banglore.
The price of the thin client are depending on the application and the following
factors are considered in the mind and calculated. But thin client or zero client
can be purchased Rs.2500, we have to think about the quality and warranty when
we are planning to purchase it.
Thin client or zero client is having lot of benefits as below.


Power consumption.



Antivirus cost can be reduced.



OS cost can be reduced.



Maintenance is easy.



Stored in the single system and getting the backup is easy.



Formatting the OS time can be avoided. Because there is no separate OS on
the thin client.



Stability.

More details visit www.itechservices.in
Server Migration
Itech services are implementing the following Server solutions at the corporate
and smb segment. SSH, DNS, DHCP, NFS, NIS, LDAP, WEBSERVER,
DATABASE, FTP, MAILSERVER, SAMBA,PROXY,
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ChatServer
The chat server is responsible for providing a mechanism for the clients to
communicate. This includes allowing clients to login so they can be identified by
username and forwarding messages from one client destined to another. This
also includes listing the user names of the clients that are currently logged in to
facilitate communication.
Data security solutions
Nixbase technology providing data security solution for all segments. Developing
or creating information is valuable for anybody. To secure the created things
more valuable than anything. As an IT infrastructure solution provider we take
the responsibility to give cost effective data security solutions to our clients.


It is very stable



Secured



Easy to maintain



Ease of use



Can't delete anything



Can't copy the files through pendrive and CD



Can't send the files without permission by mail



Can't copy files through internet



User friendly



Safe storage



Cost effective solution.
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Linux Mail Server Solution
We are doing well established and secured mail server which ensures 100%
protection with the smooth functioning of your mailing system.A Mail Solution
for enhanced corporate communication. Incorporates Administrative Hierarchy.
Supports virtual domains and Multiple domains.

The Feautres
 Cost Effective and easy to maintain Linux Mail Server. Mailbox Features


Antivirus scanning (real time)



Anti-SPAM filtering



Webmail (browser-based email) with spellchecking, online
calendar, online to do list, online notes, ability to import your
Outlook contact list, and more.



Support for large email attachments.



IMAP mail (in addition to POP3 and webmail)



VPN connectivity

Mail Administrator Features


Server Administrator Control System



Unlimited users (mailboxes) and virtual domains.



Alias domains make using multiple identities easy



Advanced encryption & security features.
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The innovative helpdesk feature allows you to solve email problems quickly
and easily.



Live graphical reports of email traffic.

Comparability
Our Linux based mail server is completely compatible with all the windows
systems and products and they can be easily configured on outlook or outlook
express and mobile also.
Great Savings
If you currently manage your own email servers or are thinking about doing so,
our dedicated Mail Servers can save you thousands of dollars. You will be very
pleased with the great savings and enhanced services you will get by outsourcing
to us.
Great Reliability
Email is a critical part of your business and for some even more important than
telephone service. We guarantee the uptime for your Dedicated Email Server at
99.99%. Your Dedicated Email Server should be protected by uninterpretable
power provided by the battery and generator. It will be connected to the Internet
using a fully redundant multi-homed network.. Software upgrades are done by
us.
Following mail Server we are offering


On premise mail Server



Relay Mail server
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Backup Mail server



Shared Hosting Mail server



VPS hosting and Dedicated server Hosting Mail server



Nixbase Technology providing Hosting mailing solutions to the customers
along with web hosting.

Kindly contact us at
Contact Us
C K Sathyanarayanan
Phone :+91 9940042415
S Murali
Phone :+91 9380209661
G Dwaraknath
Phone :+91 9381931525
M R Hari
phone :+91 9380931521
nixbase Technology
(Unit of I Tech Services)
25/32 Mahalakshmi Street,
T.Nagar,Chennai-17.
Mail id: cksathyanarayan@gmail.com, nixbase@gmail.com

Website: www.linuxchennai.com
http://www.itechservices.in
http://www.linux-chennai.blogspot.in
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